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CHAPTER8
*Calc 1 review XU-sub
* Riemann Sums * IBP
*TheDefinite Integral *trig integrals
*Anbetween curves



Things you probably will
need toknow...

... eventually. (a) lim -xz
x+x 9-5x2

3x2+5x(b) lim -
a-Y Tx"-2x +422

(a)

Eastx* = Be
(x=

a) f(x)=(x3 tan (x))'

=?
Remember this?

[F(g(x))]' = b)gM-(n)
=?

(C) lies =Larctan/In (5al)



It'sall coming back... 000 or not.

Sa. Need to find critical values

where f(x) =0 i then
evaluateeach region of 10,4)
between thecritical values

(e.g. use a sign chath.

Oh, remembering now...



Do we need to know this...?

Oh man, that'sa lotof formulas, ...

make it stop Is this on theexam?











Some useful

formulas.

(a)
(b)

(C)

Eamonintele
so F(x)=2+

ist derivative's
↑
its derivative

Since is s



position =velocity
So the anti-derivative of

velocit is position

⑭irateene
Ex 3x2 mirderteen

2/dx



🤔So this is why we needed
to learn derivatives, "

Calf--5 +secretance-secs) du



Studio WS on Thursday 

Wait ... what?

Ummm...

you've gottobe joking

not as hard as it looks



Find 
(1) The anti-derivative
(2) The average value over the interval [1,2]
(3) The definite integral of h(x) over the 
interval [1,2]

-





&Ex. f(x) =Fxz over (-1,2]
using n

=6 rectangles.

INo!As
A



Over-estimate/underestimate/left/right







Warm-up

First example of theday
I



⑳

①show to deal w/se

②- how to deal ase



So here is thetheoryIf more practing is needed.
-

-

Check -

f(t) = -0.006t2 +0.2+ your
understanding













o

EX.Eraluatethedeterare Iare odd

a) Gi x +xs dx P

(b) SYsin (3x) dx

I



Find 
(1) The anti-derivative
(2) The average value over the interval [a,b]
(3) The definite integral of f(x) over the 
interval [a,b]

So now, we can combine the ideas

(f(x) dx=f(x) +C
-

-

-

↳S. f(x) dr

Saf(x) dr =in,flame

-





#
Area=

(*f(t)) dt=f(x)



y=2x^2+x over [0,2]



⑳



⑧



If time…

⑧





Check your understanding



⑧











Hint: multiply by e^x on top and bottom

Hint: multiply by sec(x)+tan(x) on top and bottom









I3xitda=

I3xitda=



E

bit



Check your understanding



Buthow totell with?
no picture...

Area=TOP-Bot
=J, f(x) dx -(, g(x) dre (if fzg)

Solve

⑪ f()
=g(n)

to find inpoints of
intersection

② testeach
interval









-

do du







The difficult ones
















